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What I love most about our showcase series is how we have
been able to discover so many incredible up and coming artists from all walks
of life, but there's  one thing they all have in common – being driven by their
love of music and using it as a platform to not only showcase their music but

also using it as a way of embracing their own evolution. 
 

One incredible lady who ticked all these boxes was Manchester
based singer, songwriter and producer, Caii. As well as working alongside other

artists, 2020 is a year which sees her showcasing even more of her own material such as the
latest single, 'Back It Up'. 

 
By getting this opportunity to feature Caii in this edition

of Darkus it was an honour to be able to find out more about her, and also celebrate
her ongoing growth and confidence. I have no doubt that she has got potential

to go far as she brings her refreshing edge to the world of electro-pop.
 

Thushara x X x

darkusmagazine.com @darkusmagazine
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While Covid-19 and lockdown measures may have
caused a number of musicians to put plans of playing

live shows on hold, Manchester singer-songwriter
Caii has not allowed something like social distancing to

stand in her way of doing what she loves – creating
music. In May, she released her latest single, 'Back

It Up', which has already started to gain such great
momentum, and already she is in the process of
working on more music to share with her fans. 

 
Caii is at an exciting phase, a part of her evolution that
is past the point of  emerging - beginning a key chapter
where she can  celebrate her identity by bringing  her

own refreshing vibe to the UK music scene.
 

We caught up with Sally, aka Caii, for a chat and also to
unpack some of the things she has had to navigate

through that have made her the amazing, strong and
confident artist she is today.

Article & Interview By Thushara
Answers By Caii

www.iamcaii.com @iamcaiimusic @iamcaiimusic @iamcaiimusic





"I feel I have got a lot better  at setting
boundaries, so for me it was kind of a

lesson which I wanted to share with other
people too."

Massive welcome. The latest single, 'Back It
Up', came out at the start of the month. What
has it been like to see it become more and
more embraced by the fans?
 
Yeah it's been really good. It has been a while
since I released an actual single rather than a
remix. I think it must have been back in November
when I released anything brand new so its good
now to be moving again. As a song, it is one that I
bop to myself so yeah that’s nice.
 
Take us through  how the past 12 months has
been for you &  how do you feel that your
confidence  as an artist has grown in that
time?
 
This time last year is probably when my first EP as
Caii came out. The start of 2019 was not a great
time for me personally but then gradually I
started to get to a better point within myself by
the time that EP came out and since then that’s
when things really started to take off. I found that
if I released a single it would keep getting better
and better which is nice when you are able to see
some form of progression. Then I did quite a lot of
gigs towards the end of last year, plus a mini tour
in November which was really fun. From there I
then went and travelled the world over Christmas
which is good because that is kind of the time
when the music industry shuts down for the
festive period so it kept me occupied.
 
 

Once it got to 2020, I was hoping to do a big
ongoing tour from June, but obviously because of
the current pandemic that’s not happening which
is weird because you have this situation when on
one side such as singles etc I am progressing, and
on the other playing  and building upon my live
shows has kind of come to a halt. Saying that
though I do feel that it is generally going well. I
have been able to focus on things like my merch a
bit more and my releases so should have a lot
more stuff coming out.
 
'Back It Up' is very much about setting
boundaries in relationships. Do you feel that
this is almost like a letter to ourselves to not be
afraid of listening to our internal monologue?
 
Definitely, and I am so bad at it. The last two
relationships I have been in, have been so terrible
for me. I have had this internal monologue going
on  and on the whole time, but at the same time I
am one of those people who doesn’t really like to
break up with people because I don’t want to hurt
people’s feelings, so I just end up in it forever. Over
the past year though, I feel I have got a lot better 
at setting boundaries, so for me it was kind of a
lesson which I wanted to share with other people
too.





Does it feel strange being on the side of the table where
now you’re the one setting the boundaries and not
someone else?
 
It  definitely feels weird because in the past year I was
having therapy and working on myself. My therapist asked
me "What do you want to work on?" and the first thing I
said was SETTING BOUNDARIES…I Can’t Do It!  haha! I am a
bit of control freak and you can't predict how someone else
will react to the boundary you set, but I have to remember
once it is done, whatever happens will happen, so you just
have to let go and let it take it's course. For me that is the
hardest bit. At the same time though I am also learning that
it is important to be true to yourself. It is weird but in the
long run it's worth it.
 
How would you describe your relationship with
music? Is it one that has kept you smiling, one which
keeps you on your toes, or a bit of both?
 
Haha let’s say probably on my toes. I love music. You know
at the end of the year when you get the Spotify stats of how
many hours you have been listening and what you have
been listening to? Well mine is ridiculous haha! If I am not
making music then i am listening to it all day every day.
 

 A lot of people will say to me ‘Oh you're so lucky you
get to something you love as a job’ I will say yeah but
when you turn something into a job and a career and
you're pursuing it, it is not the same when it’s a hobby.
For example you will have targets you need to reach,
and expectations of yourself too, so whilst I still love
music there are parts of what I do that I don’t like.
 
 It definitely keeps me on my toes but at the end of the
day when it comes down to something that is
challenging I find I can write about something better
than I can talk about it, in that context then yes music
can feel quite right for me.

"At the same time though I am
also learning that it is

important to be true to
yourself. It is weird but in the

long run it's worth it."



"It feels like anyone that your grandma
can’t name is classed as an emerging

artist. I would say though for myself, that
I have emerged but not quite into the

mainstream."

You are currently based in Manchester, what are
your experiences of being a singer-songwriter in a
part of the UK which is known for its rich music
scene?
 
Manchester is a great place; I love it so much and love
being from the north as well. The gigs are good, the
audiences are really into the music and the music scene
is quite active. However;  as a city,  you tends to find it's
focused on one type of music, namely indie rock which
is everywhere. It can be more difficult as a pop artist to
find the right gig and the right crowd.  I have forever
played shows where everyone else is an indie band,
then I have come on stage being like "Heyyyy".
Sometimes it goes well, and people love it, but other
times it can be tricky. Liverpool on the other hand, I
love playing shows there because my experience so far
is that the crowds are so open minded to something
which may not necessarily be their default genre.
 
Another example is London; which I love, because it's so
widespread across the genres. Whereas Manchester it's
not that saturated because there are not that many
nights with a mix, so you have to curate the line ups a
little more carefully.
 
When people use the term emerging artist, where
do you see yourself on that scale? And also at what
point does it feel that you go from emerging to
emerged so to speak?
 
That is a difficult question. It’s hard because people use
the term emerging for someone who has just started or
for someone like Lewis Capaldi because your dad
doesn’t know what he’s called. Haha! Do you know
what I mean?
 
 

It feels like anyone that your grandma can’t name is
classed as an emerging artist. I would say though for
myself, that I have emerged but not quite into the
mainstream. I am making progress all the time, building
a fan base, gigging everywhere but I am not looking at
things like charts or anything. To be honest though
when I was a kid that was what I wanted, but nowadays
its not even an aim to get that big.
 
Obviously, if it happened I would be happy, but because
the music industry is so unpredictable it's hard to
determine because it is not just based on streams. You
just have to decide what path is right for you as an
artist. 
 
For me while I would love to play somewhere like the
Manchester Arena, that is not necessarily what my
ultimate aim is anymore. I would love to be the type of
artist that is touring Academies and managing to do that
all the time. Ok you're not necessarily being the next Dua
Lipa, but your playing music all the time and gaining
new fans.
 
You have also done a few collaborations with the
likes of DJ Clipps. What was that like?
 
That is an ongoing thing. They have a team of people
who work with DJ Clipps who send me material and
then I will choose which one I would like to write on. At
the moment I am working on a Trance track which is
really hard, but it is good because it is helping me to
think differently as a songwriter.
 
From a young age I was quite into commercial music, so
from working with DJ Clipps and the team,  things have
started to become a lot dancier, it has taken me in a
different direction which is good because it helps me to
develop a lot more creative variety.
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One of your strengths is using songwriting to
create a safe space for addressing a variety of
personal emotions and life experiences. How
do you find being able to make that balance
between the acknowledgement of 
 vulnerability and celebration of strength?
 
I think about this a lot. I have this bad habit of
avoiding writing, especially when I know it is a
topic I really should write about because in some
ways it's like I don’t want to acknowledge it. It is
like I was saying about my therapy last year,
where she told me "Sally, you have to learn to be
vulnerable"…she was like vulnerability is not a
weakness, it’s a strength.
 
The way I look at my songs, I kind of feel like I want
to be a big sister or a wise friend to my fans. Saying
something I have gone through,
acknowledging it and being like ‘nah don’t put up
with that’. I do go towards the strength side more
because sometimes you just feel silly writing about
something that has made you feel vulnerable,
because when you look back at it in hindsight you
think to yourself that you should have seen that
coming. 
 
I do want to start to bring out more vulnerable
songs, but I think the thing about me is that I am
not the type of person who watches a lot of sad
films or listens to sad songs, that’s just not my
energy. The strength comes out more because I
would rather listen to a more empowering track
than one where I will sit and dwell on my feelings.
 
Do you feel that when you do put off writing
the vulnerable tracks, the more you do it, the
whisper gets louder and louder till you give in?
 
Haha yeah, it will be like ‘Psst! Psst! I’ve got
something to say' haha! It usually happens when
you are not busy. When you're on tour or
something because I have so much to focus on, I
wouldn’t even be thinking about writing and stuff,
but during times like this when there is not that
much to do, the whisper definitely gets louder.
 
 

"The way I look at my songs, I
kind of feel like I want to be
a big sister or a wise friend

to my fans."



I made some amazing friends who I still
keep in contact with; but also having

taken that break from music, I came back
with focus and much more of a vision.

Other than 'Back It Up', what are some of the other
tracks which you look back and think, hell yeah?
 
‘Problem’ – which I wrote about my ex-boyfriend. I
like to think that I am the type of person when
something happens I block the person out of my life
and move on, whereas him I still despise him. So
whenever I listen to 'Problem', because it was such a
bad time in my life, it feels so empowering. 
 
Also it is so fun to gig and has always been received
well which is affirming. The other one I would
probably say is 'The Carousel', just because it was one
of the first real times where I was pushing things with
my production. It’s a weird track but one that is really
fun to perform live especially when I have my
drummer there. It is not trying to be commercial   or
anything like that – it's just bizarre.
 
As you have evolved, what are some of things you
have learnt about yourself as well as your
versatility? 
 
Originally when I started I called myself a writer who
sung, whereas now I actually love performing. There
was a point where I hated it, I would cry and run away
and now thankfully I don’t do that anymore. 
 
I have come to realise that I am stronger than I thought
I was, because last year when I was going through a
lot of stuff, I was still having to record and keep active
whilst still dealing with a range of emotions, so
performing live was a good release to get it out of my
system. Kind of like taking back the power if you know
what I mean?! To be on that stage knowing about
everything that was going on, but being able to switch
it off.

Also with the remixes I mentioned earlier, that is
something that has helped me to know I can do
something which takes me out of my usual comfort
zone in terms of genre. And just boundaries – both in
my personal and professional life. 
 
I think it has been a year of growth to be honest. I went
travelling for a bit on my own for two months. It was
kind of bad timing because 'Problem' had started to gain
momentum and I was really happy that it was doing so
well, I should be home working. Anyway I had this trip
booked, and my parents were like "do not take your
laptop with you, do not do any work!",  I didn’t listen I
took it anyway and still did some work - just
significantly less. I think I learned quite a lot about
myself from travelling on my own, going with the flow
a bit more, and coming back much more refreshed. I
made some amazing friends who I still keep in contact
with but also having taken that break from music I
came back with focus and much more of a vision.
 
While hard times can be quite painful, do you also
feel they were necessary to help you to become the
person you are today?
 
I would say so yeah. After I broke up with my ex
boyfriend, 3 days later I flew out to Texas and as
challenging as it was emotionally it also helped me just
to come to terms  with what matters to me the most.
Like I was saying I was able to meet new friends, but I
was also able to try other creative outlets. I went to a
Kooks show while I was out there where Barnes
Courtney was supporting, and speaking to him
backstage about how he shaped his career etc was
really valuable. The thing about challenging times is
that whilst they are not the easiest, once you come out
the other side you see other parts of yourself that you
didn’t know existed and as a result has helped me to
realise I am now the best version of myself that I have
ever been.



It’s no secret that you love your live shows,
especially at independent venues. Are there any in
particular that feel like a second home?
 
Jimmy’s in Manchester before it moved. I had a lot of
good shows there. I haven’t been there after they moved
to the new venue so need to try and get there when I
can. I absolutely love The Bedford in London. I think I
have performed there about 4 times now and it is a cool
venue. It is kind of a circus tent with those high tops and
really great sound.
 
 The first time I went I had a really bad throat and was
unsure that I'd be able to sing because I sounded like Dot
Cotton from Eastenders, and the sound engineer when I
got there made me some honey and lemon and I was
like “aww, what a babe!” …like that’s so cute.
 
Another venue would be Gorilla in Manchester. I have
only performed their once as part of this HOAX live
session thing but it is one of my favourite venues to go
and actually watch music. I have been there since I
played and now it just feels weird. For example I went
to see PVRIS who are one of my favourite bands and
Lynne Gunn was stood on the stage where I was stood
and I remember saying to myself “what…this is so
bizarre…mind blown’ haha!

Looking forwards, what are you most excited 
 about on the road ahead?
 
It is difficult because before Corona I would have been
like going on tour, but for now it would have to be that I
have a couple of songs in the works which are two of
my most favourite songs I have written. There is one
called 'Creeping' which I play a lot when I am gigging
and that is so close to being finished. It has probably got
an hour’s worth of mixing left. I have some music that I
am really excited to release. I have also got, and this
may sound a little bit silly, this merch line which I have
just put out and I am super excited about because it is
such a Corona Virus lockdown vibe.
 
Basically I had all these t-shirts leftover from this shoot
we did ages ago so I was like ok what can I do with
them so they are not just sitting there, so I tye dyed 
them because tye dye is such a vibe right now, and I put
the lyrics to 'Back It Up' on them in neon and glitter
fabric paint. People always say to me that they think I
always dress like I am going to a festival but that is just
how I dress normally haha!
 
They are very bold, very bright and exuberant so I am
just excited to be able to get them out because 1. I am
going to save one for myself (obviously) and 2. It's just
such a fun merch thing because my other merch is quite
professional looking  where as this one reflects me
which I have made in my room at home haha! So to go
back to your question – new music and thinking outside
the box with my creativity when it comes to merch
those are the two things I am looking forward to most.

"I went to see PVRIS - who are one of my
favourite bands - and Lynne Gunn was stood

on the stage where I was stood and I
remember saying to myself “what…this is so

bizarre...!". Mind blown!"





Not only do you find yourself resonating with the

song, but you also get to the point where you feel

like saying to yourself, wow she is speaking

to my mind. Combine that with the empowering

vibe of the other elements of the song itself then

Back It Up is one of those that you what I can only

describe as being a cocktail of strength and

vulnerability with a touch of sass.

 

Many people will know Caii from her remixes and

collaborations with other artists, but Back It Up

along with other powerful tracks such as Problem

demonstrate how this will be a year which sees

Caii celebrating her own identity and no doubt

soon have many music fans across the UK

wanting to find out more about this truly exciting

artist.

 

 

For anyone who is new to the world and music of

Manchester based singer song writer Caii, then a

good starting point would be to check out her

latest single, Back It Up. With her last single being

brought out back in November 2019, this song

really shows how she has grown in confidence

over recent months by introducing us to tracks

such as this which show regardless how

challenging life can sometimes be, it is possible to

turn those vulnerabilities into a strength.

 

What I like about Back It Up in particular is that as

a song it is quite intricate in the sense it has so

many levels to it, and the more you find, the more

you find yourself falling in love with it. For

example lyrically, Caii focuses on something

which I am sure many of us have had to wrestle

before, especially in relationships, namely

boundaries.
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